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The documents produced by DFT are:






DFT 1: Overview
DFT 2: Analysis & Synthesis
DFT 3: Term Snapshot
DFT 4: Use Cases
DFT 5: Term Tool Description

In this additional document we will describe the specific adoption measures. It is important to note
for the interaction in the new phase that a 2-page flyer that has been created jointly and that this
has already been disseminated and used in meetings (see Appendix).

1. Type of Output
DFT produced a set of definitions of terms that play a role in data organizations based on a
conceptualization that emerged from analyzing a number of models and use cases. This output is not
a specification that can be turned into a piece of software by developers or something similar, but it
is a tool that can be used for improved communication. As a tool is supports has understanding the
task of influencing the minds of data professionals with the intention to help move to better data
practices which will reduce heterogeneity and thus improve interoperability, efficiency and costeffectiveness.

2. Adoption History
The current conceptualization and thus the set of terms that have been defined already emerges
from many intensive discussions
 with the communities and initiatives that contributed models and use cases
 within the DFT working group which includes many experts from the interested communities
Therefore we can claim that the interaction in the past 2 years has already had a bi-directional
impact. On the one hand the communities and initiatives changed their way of thinking and acting.
On the other hand the DFT conceptualization was influenced by these discussions. As an example we
can refer to the EUDAT data infrastructure including its core communities, for example in the areas
of language resources and technology (CLARIN), climate modeling (ENES) and seismology (EPOS).
The EUDAT infrastructure has widely adopted the DFT model and built software and policies that are
based on the current DFT model. Necessarily it also had a large impact on the core communities and
a few other communities that EUDAT is federating data with. Another example we can refer to is the
deep interaction between the Practical Policy group and the DFT group to synchronize

conceptualization and terminology. Due to recent developments some additional interactions need
to take place to fully synchronize the latest versions, which is especially true as PP is still wrapping
up some of its work.
In addition we can refer to the approximately 120 interviews and interactions which were held with
data professionals from many different communities and organizations in Europe. In such
interactions the RDA/EUDAT experts were not just listening, but also took the role of provoking and
guiding. For many interactions slides were presented which include the basic elements of DFT's core
model. This already changed a number of communities in their way of thinking so that we can
conclude that most of them are now convinced that PID registration and MD creation is at the core
of creating data that can participate in the open domain of data which can easily be shared.

3. Adoption Future
Now that DFT has reached a certain state of maturity which we call snapshot it is anticipated that
ongoing discussions and new needs may influence the conceptualization again. That is, we expect
that term definitions will need to be changed and extended in the coming phase. Nevertheless, we
can and will again interact with as many communities as possible to move minds towards a common
view on data organizations. The flyer that has been created is an excellent starting point to address
community experts, since we do not expect that data professionals will read the 4-5 key documents
which DFT created. They are expecting simple and clear messages that they can turn into action.
Here different strategies will apply to different regions. In Europe RDA has funds to take the
following actions:
 interact with leading scientists which will be invited to the coming RDA Europe Science
Workshops;
 interact with all EUDAT experts again including the communities EUDAT is federating with
by submitting the flyer and addressing the issue at coming meetings;
 interact with all interested ESFRI research infrastructure projects (about 48 in all disciplines)
by submitting the flyer, addressing the issue at coming meetings and organizing training
courses;
 interact with those communities even more intensively that are willing to work on joint
uptake projects;
 interact at policy level with more simple messages about the need to harmonize data
organizations (a special flyer addressing policy level experts is in preparation).
In the US the following actions can be taken:
 discuss the synthesis document with relevant groups such as EarthCube and ESIP which have
ongoing meetings
 interact with key RDA groups such as the various Metadata some of which will be invited to
a Metadata/Semantics Summit Workshop to discuss how to add semantics to metadata;
 use the newly proposed DFT IG to arrange virtual meetings to identify areas of core
terminology for use with such groups as Practical Policy
 interact more intensely with those communities, such as DataLink and Deep Carbon, that
have expressed interest in adoption and are willing to work on joint uptake projects;
 interact at policy level with allied efforts such as National Data Service to create simple,
common messages about the need to harmonize data organizations

Addressing just the European and US data professionals will not be enough. Therefore we are
already in close interaction with Chinese, Russian and African researchers, but this will require
different strategies and joint meetings. Also we need to see how the Australian, South African,
Brazilian, Japanese communities can be contacted.
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